
This exhibition in K College in Beer Shiba reflects the experiences 
and events which Israela underwent during the war years as a little 
girl whose name was Iza under false identity as a Christian girl 
named Iza, who was now living with Polish family under false 

identity as a non Jew .

Damaged photographs which were buried in the ground during the 
war, partly consumed by humidity, are the basis of this 
autobiographical exhibition. This photographic installation includes 
not only letters from a loving father worried about his tiny daughter,
but also pages from a journal written by this eleven years old 
daughter later on, when she was living on a kibbutz, letters  in which
she shares with him her wartime experiences.

Next to pieces of documentation Israela hung some rustic iron 
pieces- abstract sculptures, small scaled but powerful they complete
the verbal and photographic expression by quietly evoking the 
mood and atmosphere of those dark times of hiding.

Art brings to life a world long forgotten. A world which collapsed in 
clouds of dust and dirt which gathered around a three years old 
child, is now being poetically reconstructed by way of 
understatement which aims to pacify  a turbulent soul.

A poetic expression, gentle brushstrokes- her father's violin strings, 
pictures of her mother who was later murdered by the Nazis, her 
father's letters, her journal ladened with fear and loneliness and 
small scale sculptures. Personal memorials which are also universal 
and are relevant to all human beings.

"I don't know where you are and what your life is like. Do you know 
today is your birthday? My very own daughter…so many golden 
dreams we have had, your mother and I, when you were born. The 
sun shone upon us, happiness resided in our house..but fate had 
other plans. war. Hitler may he be  damned forever  demolished this 

garden of Eden".

)Taken from one of the letters written by the artist's father to his 
daughter whose whereabouts he didn't know.(






